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Choose Bugalooz

The Facts of Lice
Lice eggs (nits) can’t hatch off of
your head.

Bugalooz is a professional, head

Fast- Lice free in 1-2 hours!

lice removal service, that provides treatment in the

Affordable- Only one treatment
required

comfort and privacy of your own home.

Non-toxic- No chemicals or
shampoos, ever

When it comes to lice, Bugalooz is a name you can

Guaranteed- Your child is back in
school after only one treatment.
Thousands Treated- Over 7 years
of professional experience.
Convenient & Private- Bugalooz
comes to you!

Lice isn’t hygiene related- it can
happen to anyone.

trust! Hilary Scofield, former owner of The Hair
Angels, has over seven years of industry
experience, and has managed the successful
treatment of thousands of people.

Head lice usually transfers from
direct head to head contact.
Head lice can’t jump or fly, they
only crawl.

Bugalooz’ technicians are extensively trained
in the renowned Shepherd Method, the most

Lice can’t live in your home.

effective, manual method available. Our treatment
is completely non-toxic, we never use shampoos

Informative- We explain the facts
of lice, how to treat your home &
how to looze lice for good!

or chemicals.

Flexible- Weekend & evening
appointments available

only one treatment, and guarantee

Free- Head lice screenings for
schools & camps

Lice bugs can’t survive off of your
head for more than 24 hours.

We quickly remove head lice, with
your child back to school the same
day!
At Bugalooz customer service is our
top priority. We’re committed to
providing the best treatment
available and are always
happy to answer
your questions.

Call Bugalooz today!

Over the counter treatments don’t
work! Super lice have mutated to
resist them.
Lice can’t live on pets.

Bugalooz Reviews

Looze the Lice!
These tips will help keep lice away.

Lice usually transfers from direct head
to head contact.
Hilary the owner is so compassionate! I found out
my girls had lice & I panicked. I called Bugalooz &
Hilary immediately put me at ease. She was so
calm & scheduled us an appointment to be treated
the same day. Our lice was removed in no time flat
and my girls were able to return to school immediately! Thank you Hilary & Bugalooz.
- Maria, Covina, Ca.
Our school called & said I had to pick up my son
because he had lice. He was so upset, he couldn't
stop crying. The school recommended we call
Bugalooz, because their treatment is non-toxic &
completely guaranteed. We'd heard about other
companies, but we'd also heard Bugalooz was less
expensive & they are! I would highly recommend
this company & their wonderful team. They're
honest & they're the best!
- Andrea, Pasadena, Ca.
My kids & I were all infected with lice & we tried
everything to get rid of it. We bought box after box
of chemicals, but it just wouldn't go away! That's
when I called Bugalooz. We scheduled an appointment & everyone was treated. The technician was
amazing, patient & kind. She made the kids feel
extra special, with no judgement whatsoever. Don't
bother with chemicals- they don't work. Call
Bugalooz, you won't be sorry!
- Stephanie, Glendora, Ca.

Pull hair back tight in a braid or bun.
Don’t share brushes, hats or helmets.
Avoid head to head contact.
If you discover lice, tell your child’s
school & friends so they can check too.
Make frequent lice checks a part of
your own, personal routine.
Use Bugalooz Repellant Mint Spray to
keep lice away!
Call Bugalooz with your lousey
questions or concerns - advice is free!

Bugalooz to the Rescue!

Professional &
Guaranteed Head
Lice Removal
Serving Los Angeles &
San Diego Counties

(626) 806-2407
www.bugalooz.com
Hilary Scofield, owner

